GL 122 and IN 285 have 3 displays controlled at the lectern. Select a source (PC, HDMI, or Wireless Presenter) and then select the display desired. The same source can be displayed on all three displays or different sources can be displayed on each display. In this scenario the Lectern Wireless Presenter was selected and then both the Left and Right displays were selected. The Lectern Wireless presenter will display on both displays. Additionally, the HDMI source was selected and then the main projector display was selected. The HDMI will display on the may projection screen at the front of the room.

GL 122 and IN 285 have 3 wireless presenters (WP) accessible from the lectern: the Lectern WP, a Right WP, and a Left WP. The Lectern WP can be displayed on all three displays (main projector, left display, and right display). The Left and Right WPs can only be displayed on their respective displays.

The audio source is selected by pressing the speaker button on the display with the desired source. In this case the Lectern Wireless Presenter is the audio source as the speaker on the left display has been selected and is illuminated green. If audio from HDMI were desired the user would select the speaker button on the main display as HDMI is the source on that display.

To mute audio, select the speaker in the Master Volume control section at the bottom of the screen.

Please Note: The displays in the back of GL 122 cannot be controlled from the lectern. These two displays can only be controlled by the control box located on the wall next to the display. These displays have both wireless presented capabilities as well as HDMI input.